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Abstract—This paper is motivated by the open questions con-
cerning effective nonlinear state estimation (SE) approaches. The
basic difficulty comes from the highly nonlinear functions relating
measurements and voltages defined by the AC power flow models.
Today’s AC power flow SE approach is, therefore, a highly non-
convex problem and, as such, it is prone to convergence problems
and sub-optimal solutions. We describe how two recently pro-
posed methods overcome this problem by following a common
idea of mapping the voltage space into higher dimensional space
in which the problem can be posed as a convex optimization
problem because the measurements can be expressed as linear
functions in a higher-dimensional space. It is intriguing that the
semi-definite programming (SDP)-based SE approach and the
direct non-iterative method-based SE approach both employ a
similar mapping of voltages into higher dimensional matrix W
of voltage products at neighboring buses as new states. These
recently discovered similarities are described in some detail by
posing both approaches without loss of generality on a three bus
system. The two methods differ significantly in their approaches
to re-computing actual voltages once the voltage products are
estimated. The SDP-based SE approach utilizes the structure of
the mapping and states a sufficient rank one condition for matrix
W to ensure the unique reconstruction of the actual bus voltages.
Both methods are computationally demanding. To overcome
this inherent problem, an approximate distributed SDP-based
SE algorithm is proposed by performing: 1) a decomposition
of the large power grid networks into much smaller clusters
where extensive information exchange is not needed; and 2) by
performing a Lagrangian dual decomposition-based computation
and message-passing within each cluster. The accuracy of the
SDP-based distributed algorithm is illustrated by comparing the
results to those obtained using the SDP-based SE estimator.
Advantages of the SDP-based methods when compared to today’s
AC power flow based SE are illustrated by showing numerical
problems experienced when using the IEEE test systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

State Estimation (SE) plays a key role in power grid

operational control. Without a good on-line estimate of system

states, key applications such as contingency analysis and

optimization cannot be implemented. Therefore, it is crucial

to introduce algorithms that are capable of accurate estimation

of the entire power system state [1], [2], which helps system

operators to take correct and timely actions under both normal

and abnormal conditions.

Due to the major challenge of non-convexity, recent re-

searches focus on improving the state estimation accuracy

by convexifying the SE problem. For instance, to account

for numerical problems related to the nonlinear nature of AC

power flow equations, [3], [4] extend the state space to a higher

dimensional space, which adds linearity and enables a convex

semidefinite programming (SDP) representation [5], [6] of the

problem. Simulations show that SDP-based SE solution can

significantly reduce large residuals, and achieve near-globally

optimum. Such large residuals are common in conventional

SE for large scale electric power systems.

A recent work [7] also tries to extend state space to solve

the nonlinear problem non-iteratively. By treating a pair-wise,

voltage-product as a new state, a linear set of equations is

obtained. Subsequently, the state of a non-linear AC power

system can be solved directly in a non-iterative manner by

applying the “re-linearization” technique promoted by the

work. This solution is direct because it utilizes neither the

traditional Least-Squares objective function nor its derivatives.

Interestingly, this method does not need an initial guess.

These two independent methods [4], [7] both use the same

idea of exploring the nonlinearity of power flow equations,

a core player that relates the states to the observed mea-

surements. In this paper, we review and analyze the close

relationship between these two methods. Specifically, we use

a small illustrative example of three-bus system for deriving

the measurement equations, a process that illustrates variable

space extension. Further, we discuss rank-one conditions used

in semidefinite programming, which not only explains the

convexification idea but also shows how to recover the state

from the extended space.

We further introduce a distributed method to facilitate the

practical applications of SE. This is because centralized SE

algorithms are computationally complex for large scale system

and therefore are typically used for Extra High Voltage (EHV),

High Voltage (HV) and, occasionally, for Medium Voltage

(MV) representation of power grids with multi-voltage levels.

The conventional use makes it difficult to estimate the states

of new diverse resources and users connected to the Low Volt-

age (LV) level distribution systems. Power system operators

may face difficulties in managing the effects of small-scale

generations and loads, including but not limited to renewable

energy generators like wind/solar generators, responsive small

electricity users, and electricity users which can offer storage

to utility, such as electric cars if penetration levels become very

high. Thus, a multi-layered, distributed implementation of state

estimators becomes the preferred method for future electric

energy systems. It requires systematic design of distributed

algorithms with relatively equal performance compared to the

centralized methods. In this paper, we suggest a combined

use of Lagrangian dual decomposition method and a graph-

theoretic method to create subnetworks (“clusters”) on chordal

graphs, and explain how it supports a distributed implementa-

tion of an SDP-based SE method.
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This paper is structured as follows: In Section II, we review

today’s AC power system SE approach; In Section III, we

review the recently proposed SDP-based estimation method, a

method requiring sufficient conditions which may need to be

relaxed for practical applications; In Section IV, we review

the direct non-iterative SE method; In Section V, for the

first time, we point out the inherent connection between the

methods discussed in Section III and IV; we recognize that

the SDP based formulation gives sufficient condition under

which the SDP-based SE will have a unique solution; and

in Section VI, we propose a distributed method for the SDP-

based SE method to deal with large scale power system;

Section VIII demonstrates the simulation results for IEEE test

systems. It is shown in practice that sufficient conditions may

need to be relaxed in the SDP-based approach. Section IX

concludes the paper by emphasizing our contribution.

II. AC POWER SYSTEM STATE ESTIMATION MODEL

In this section, we briefly summarize the AC power system

SE currently used by the industry, which is based on the

measurement model [8] as below

zi = hi(v) + ui (1)

where the vector v = (|v1|ejδ1 , |v2|ejδ2 , · · · , |vn|ejδn)T rep-

resents the system states to be estimated. ui is the ith

component of the additive measurement noise assumed to be

an independent Gaussian random variable with zero mean.

For example, u ∼ N (0,Σ), where Σ is a diagonal matrix

whose ith diagonal element is σ2
i . zi is the ith telemetered

measurement, such as power flow and voltage magnitude. hi(·)
defines each measurement zi as a nonlinear function of states.

This SE aims to find an estimate (v̂) of the true states (v)

that is the best fit to the measurement set z, according to the

measurement model in (1). This usually requires the weighted

least square optimization in (2).

v̂ = argmin
v

J2(v) =
m∑
i=1

∣∣∣∣zi − hi(v)

σi

∣∣∣∣2. (2)

We note that formulation (2) has a nonconvex performance

objective that causes numerical problems in the currently used

SE by applying Newton’s method. Such method is known as

a local search algorithm that is highly sensitive to the initial

guess [2], [9]–[15].

III. SDP-BASED SE APPROACH

The basic idea in the SDP-based approach is to reformulate

the function hi(v) which relates measurements to states in (1)

as an exact linear function in an extended state space. Such

an SDP-based SE problem formulation is recently introduced

in [3], [4] as an attempt to convexify the AC SE problem

given in [8], so as to deal with the local optimum problem

and to remove the initial point sensitivity. Instead of using

complex voltage v as the optimizing variable, we use W �
xxT in state estimation where x � (Re(v)T , Im(v)T )T . As

a result, the nonlinear measurement model (1) becomes an

exact linear model expressed as elements in the lifted state

space W . As shown in the 3-Bus example later, Ỹk represents

the power system admittance matrix in the rectangular form

zi = tr(ỸkW ) + ui.

However, we explain later in our paper that this formulation

requires the W matrix to be both positive semidefinite and

rank-one, so that it can map an uniquely solution for W to the

voltage state space. Recent literature shows that under some

assumptions, W will always be rank-one [5]; however later

works have shown that this condition may not always be sat-

isfied [16], [17]. We observe that the SDP-based SE problem

is a fundamentally different optimization than the SDP-based

AC OPF, where no extra conditions over optimization variable

are necessary. This follows recent work [6] on AC OPF for

radio networks.

We relax this rank one condition on matrix W to obtain a

convex SDP-based SE formulation. As expected, this relaxed

solution is shown to be a good approximation to the full SDP-

based nonlinear problem.

min
W

J2(W ) =

m∑
i=1

∣∣∣∣zi − tr(AiW )

σi

∣∣∣∣2
subject to W � 0

(3)

where Ai’s specific form and the SDP form of (3) can be found

in [4]. See the example in Section VI for detailed explanation.

To obtain the complex voltage in the original state space,

we conduct the following steps. With a matrix W having

rank r ≥ 1, we can use the eigenvalue decomposition [18]

for state recovery: Ŵ =
∑r

k=1 λkgkg
T
k , where λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥

· · · ≥ λr ≥ 0 are the eigenvalues and g1, g2, · · · , gr are the

corresponding eigenvectors. Since λ1g1g
T
1 is the optimal rank-

one approximation to W , we define x̂ �
√
λ1g1 ∈ R2n×1

as the estimate for x, which can be uniquely mapped into

v̂ = x̂1:n + j · x̂n+1:2n, with the imaginary unit j.

IV. DIRECT NON-ITERATIVE POWER SYSTEM SE

Similar to the SDP method, prior work [7] represents the

complex bus voltage phasors in a rectangular form, i.e., vi =
Re{vi}+j ·Im{vi} = ai+j ·bi. In the particular case when the

real and reactive power injections appear, the function hi(v)
is formulated as

PGi − PDi =
n∑

l=1

{
Re(Yli)(aial + bibl)

+ Im(Yli)(aibj + ajbi)

}
(4a)

QGi −QDi =−
n∑

l=1

{
Re(Yli)(aibl + albi)

+ Im(Yli(aiaj + bjbi))

}
(4b)

where i = 2, · · · , N . Yli represents the complex bus ad-

mittance; PDi(QDi) and PGi(QGi) represent real (reactive)

power demand and generation at bus i. Similarly, line power

flow, voltage and current magnitude equations can be written

in quadratic or first-order simplified equations.

Similar to the method using extended state space with W
in section III, where Wij is the pair-wise product of the real

part and the imaginary part of bus voltages, [7] uses change
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of variables as well, i.e., xixj = yij or xixj = zk, where x
is any a or b in (4). Subsequently, the quadratic equations

can be transformed into a set of compact linear equations

BV = R with a coefficient matrix B, a variable vector V ,

and a measurement vector R. To facilitate the non-iterative

algorithm, we need to further parse matrix B into a non-

singular square matrix portion M and the remaining matrix

T , so that we have a rewritten BV = R as

[
M | T

] ⎡⎣ Y
−
Z

⎤
⎦ = R (5)

where extended state variable V is reorganized accordingly.

Since the ordering of measurements and variables is flexible,

we can rearrange the columns and rows of matrix A (i.e.

via QR decomposition) to ensure the non-singularity of the

largest possible square left (or upper left block) partition

M . System equation can outnumber the system state number

and we may also explore the relationship between y and z
for computational simplicity with the linear system equations

Y = M−1(R− TZ).
Therefore, yij is expressed as a linear combination of the z

variables. In the next step, unique variable-pair combinations

(two tuple product-pairs) of yij variables are formed. These

product-pairs are utilized to generate a new set of quadratic

equations of the following form:

xi · xj · xm · xn = yijymn = yimyin = · · · = yinyjm (6)

where i, j,m, n ∈ {1, · · · , n}.

The newly formed quadratic equations are solved by using

a second change of variables (relinearization), e.g., zizj = hk

, and zo = 1 to create a new set of linear equations. If nz

indicates the number of z-variables, then the number of hk

variables is
n2
z+3nz

2 . If the coefficient matrix is nonsingular,

this set of linear equations is solved for the “hk” variables. If

the matrix is rank deficient, a pseudoinverse can be used to

solve for variables hk. The size and shape of this coefficient

matrix depend on 1) the level of redundancy presented in the

problem being solved; and 2) on the network topology or

interconnectivity of the transmission network being analyzed.

Once the hk variables are solved, then yij is determined, and

we obtain a solution by finding the a and b values leading to

the power system state.

V. THREE BUS EXAMPLE OF DIFFERENT SE APPROACHES

In below, we provide a small illustrative example. Firstly we

interpret the measurement expression described in Section III

by using the notation derived from Section IV. The objective

is to show that the mapping from v to W is the same in

both methods. However, mapping from W space to v space

is different. In particular, the SDP-based method allows us

to exploit the structure of W matrix, using the eigenvalue

decomposition for state recovery. We also re-visit the rank-

one condition in SDP method to show the differences between

the SDP-based SE approach and the direct non-iterative SE

approach. More information is used in SDP-based state recon-

struction as PSD information preserves the dependency among

extended states.

A. Derivation of the SDP-based measurement model
We start with (4) in [7] over a small illustrative example to

show its connection with the SDP-based SE approach. Specifi-

cally, we examine the expression of Ai for real power injection

at Bus 1. The notation of [7] is used with v1 = a1 + j · b1,

v2 = a2 + j · b2, and v3 = a3 + j · b3.

PG1 − PD1 = Re{v∗1i1} (7)

= Re

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
⎡
⎣ v1

v2
v3

⎤
⎦
H ⎡
⎣ 1

0
0

⎤
⎦
⎡
⎣ 1

0
0

⎤
⎦
T ⎡
⎣ Y11 Y12 Y13

Y21 Y22 Y23

Y31 Y32 Y33

⎤
⎦
⎡
⎣ v1

v2
v3

⎤
⎦
⎫⎪⎬
⎪⎭

= Re

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
⎡
⎣ v1

v2
v3

⎤
⎦
H ⎡
⎣ Y11 Y12 Y13

0 0 0
0 0 0

⎤
⎦
⎡
⎣ v1

v2
v3

⎤
⎦
⎫⎪⎬
⎪⎭

= Re

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
⎡
⎣ a1 + jb1

a2 + jb2
a3 + jb3

⎤
⎦
H ⎡
⎣ Y11 Y12 Y13

0 0 0
0 0 0

⎤
⎦
⎡
⎣ a1 + jb1

a2 + jb2
a3 + jb3

⎤
⎦
⎫⎪⎬
⎪⎭

=
[
a1, a2, a3

]
Re{Y1}

⎡
⎣ a1

a2
a3

⎤
⎦+

[
b1, b2, b3

]
Re{Y1}

⎡
⎣ b1

b2
b3

⎤
⎦

− [
a1, a2, a3

]
Im{Y1}

⎡
⎣ b1

b2
b3

⎤
⎦+

[
b1, b2, b3

]
Im{Y1}

⎡
⎣ a1

a2
a3

⎤
⎦

where, the superscript ‘H’ stands for the Hermitian matrix

operation, and

Y1 �

⎡
⎣ Y11 Y12 Y13

0 0 0
0 0 0

⎤
⎦ .

If we define x = [a1, a2, a3, b1, b2, b3]
T , we can express (7)

compactly as

xT

[
Re{Y1} −Im{Y1}
Im{Y1} Re{Y1}

]
x. (8)

Before we formulate SDP-based approach for this example,

we observe that today’s SE problem formulation would be

based on (7) that is highly non-convex.
For positive semidefinite programming, we use Ỹ1 to feature

a symmetric form. We use the property of (8) as a real scalar,

its equivalence form is therefore written as

(8) =
(8) + (8)T

2
(9)

= xT 1

2

[
Re{Y1 +YT

1 } Im{YT
1 −Y1}

Im{Y1 −YT
1 } Re{Y1 +YT

1 }
]
x

= xT Ỹ1x (10)

where

Ỹ1 =
1

2

[
Re{Y1 +YT

1 } Im{YT
1 −Y1}

Im{Y1 −YT
1 } Re{Y1 +YT

1 }
]
. (11)

Then we use the scalar property again to obtain a PSD

matrix as W = xxT and trace operator property, i.e.,

Tr(ABC) = Tr(BCA), where Tr(·) is the trace operator.

xT Ỹ1x = Tr(xT Ỹ1x) = Tr(Ỹ1xx
T ) = Tr(Ỹ1W ) (12)
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leading to the linear PG1 − PD1 = Tr(Ỹ1W ). We can find

similar trace expression of other buses and other types of

measurements in [4].

B. Why the Rank-One Requirement Exists?

Note that both the SDP-based approach and the direct non-

iterative approach extend the state space to a higher dimen-

sional space. One problem is how to return to the original

state space. When reconstructing the state, [7] employs inverse

operation to first obtain z, y the second, and v at last. The SDP

method is different because it preserves the correlation within

the matrix W and uses the rank-one constraint to recover the

optimal v, according to Eigenvalue Decomposition Theorem

[18]. We provide a detailed explanation why the rank-one

requirement exists. We start with the unconstrained weighted

least square form in (2) noted as optimization 1. By using the

rectangular coordinate system x � [a1, a2, a3, b1, b2, b3]
T , we

obtain the following optimization 2.

• Optimization 2

x̂ = argmin
x

J(x) =
m∑
i=1

(zi − tr(Aixx
T ))2

σ2
i

. (13)

Optimization 2 is equivalent to optimization 1 because

hi(v) = tr(AiW ) = tr(Aixx
T ) (in subsection V-A) and

the one-to-one mapping between x and v.

To represent the optimization in the framework of Semidef-

inite Programming, we need semidefinite matrices such as

W = xxH that lead to the following optimization.

• Optimization 3

Ŵ = argmin
W

J(W ) =
m∑
i=1

(zi − tr(AiW ))2

σ2
i

(14)

subject to : W = xxH.

Note that, optimization 3 and optimization 2 are equiva-

lent, because W is a dummy variable, and the relationship

of W = xxT constrains optimization 3 to be the same

as optimization 2. Unfortunately however, optimization 3 is

not yet a semidefinite programming. To achieve the positive

semidefinite programming form, we can replace W = xxH

to its equivalent conditions W � 0, rank(W) = 1 and relax

the non-convex rand-one condition, leading to

• Optimization 4

Ŵ = argmin
W

J(W ) =

m∑
i=1

(zi − tr(AiW ))2

σ2
i

(15)

subject to : W � 0

The step from optimization 3 to optimization 4 is called

“convex relaxation”.

VI. DISTRIBUTED SDP-BASED SE OPTIMIZATION

The two approaches discussed in Section III and Sec IV are

centralized approaches. Next, we demonstrate how to extend

the SDP-based method to a distributed method [19]. We use

a slightly different formulation W = vvH without losing

generality, leading to the power injection expressed below:

sinj = diag{v}iH = diag{vvHY H} = diag{WY H} (16)

Further, by defining T act = 1
2 (Y

H + Y ) and T rea =
1
2 (Y

H − Y ), we obtain real and reactive power balance

equations

pinj = diag{W (Y H + Y )} = diag{T actW}
qinj = diag{W (Y H − Y )} = diag{T reaW}

with the ith real power injection pinj,i =
∑n

k=1 M
act
ik Wki, and

the ith reactive power injection qinj,i =
∑n

k=1 M
rea
ik Wki. As

an example, if we were to use the real and/or reactive power

measurements to an estimate system state, the performance

objective would becomes

minimize
W

n∑
i=1

[
(

n∑
k=1

T act
ik Wki − zacti )2

+ (

n∑
k=1

T rea
ik Wki − zreai )2

]
subject to W � 0.

(17)

Examples of using other measurements are described in [19].

[19] also shows that the problem is equivalent to the following

linear objective problem by using the Lagrangian dual method.

max
μ

min
W

n∑
i=1

[
μact
i (zacti − μact

i

4
)

+ μrea
i (zreai − μrea

i

4
)
]
−

n∑
i=1

n∑
k=1

TikWki

subject to W � 0.

(18)

Therefore, we successfully convert the optimization into

a linear objective regarding the element of matrix W . The

conversion is obtained by performing an extra optimization

step over the dual decoupled variables μis. For the positive

semidefinite (PSD) constraint, [20] shows how to decom-

pose a partial symmetric matrix W into PSD submatrices

WCr,Cr (r = 1, 2, · · · , l). Note that, the discussion of con-

straint decomposition is solely based on the structure of W ,

which is unknown in our problem formulation. Nevertheless,

as W lies in the objective with an inner product by the system

structure matrix M , one can extract the structure of W via M
[21].

VII. A SMALL ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE

Here, we use the IEEE 4 bus system in Fig.1 to illustrate

the proposed distributed SDP-based SE algorithm. To simplify

the analysis, we assume that all four buses are equipped with

active power injection measurements.

A. Preparation

First, we generate the matrices T act = 1
2 (Y + Y H).

T act =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

8.9852 −3.8156 −5.1696 0
−3.8156 8.9852 0 −5.1696
−5.1696 0 8.1933 −3.0237

0 −5.1696 −3.0237 8.1933

⎤
⎥⎥⎦
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(a) Graph for IEEE 4-bus System (b) Filled-in Chordal Graph

Fig. 1. Chordal Graph Generation

To make the graph chordal, we add a fill-in edge between

bus 2 and bus 3, resulting in two cliques: C 1 = {1, 2, 3} (i.e.,

clique 1 includes bus 1, 2 and 3.) and C2 = {2, 3, 4}. Based

on T act, we can define matrices W1 and W2 as

W1 =

⎡
⎣w11 w12 w13

w21 x11 x12

w31 x21 x22

⎤
⎦

W2 =

⎡
⎣x11 x12 w24

x21 x22 w34

w42 w43 w44

⎤
⎦

where xij denotes a coupling variable, and wij denotes an

independent local variable. Further, we define submatrices M1

and M2 according to C1 and C2:

T1 =

⎡
⎣ 8.9852 −3.8156 −5.1696
−3.8156 0 0
−5.1696 0 0

⎤
⎦

T2 =

⎡
⎣ 0 0 −5.1696

0 0 −3.0237
−5.1696 −3.0237 8.1933

⎤
⎦

B. Computation
Step 1. Fix μ and coupling variables xijs. Compute the

local SDP over cluster 1 and 2 separately with respect to (18)

for independent variables.

min
W

−
3∑

i=1

3∑
k=1

T1,ikW1,ki

subject to W1 � 0, W1 is Hermitian, xi,j is fixed.

(19)

min
W

−
3∑

i=1

3∑
k=1

T2,ikW2,ki

subject to W2 � 0, W2 is Hermitian, xi,j is fixed.

(20)

Step 2. Fix μ and independent variables wij . Compute the

optimization of (18) for coupling variables

min
W

−
4∑

i=1

4∑
k=1

TikWki

subject to W � 0, wi,j is fixed.

(21)

Step 3. Fix W , solve (18) for μ in a distributed manner.
Step 4. If the optimization does not converge, repeat the

process from step 1.

VIII. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this work, simulations are implemented on the IEEE

4-Bus, 14-Bus, 30-Bus, 39-Bus, 57-Bus and 118-Bus test

systems. The data has been preprocessed by the MATLAB

Power System Simulation Package (MATPOWER) [22], [23].

Fig. 2. Extended chordal graph decomposition of IEEE 14 bus system.

A. Computational time

Fig. 3 shows the comparison of computational time in

centralized SDP SE, parallel SDP SE, and traditional WLS

SE method over IEEE test cases. Great acceleration can be

observed on the proposed distributed algorithm for parallel

computing especially for large systems. For these systems,

thanks to the fast rate of convergence, distributed method saves

much more time than the extra time used to compute the dual

variable μ regarding the centralized SDP SE. Although the

distributed SDP SE is consistently more time-consuming than

the traditional WLS method, it dramatically reduces the time

over the centralized SDP SE by flatting the curve in Fig.

3. For small systems, such as a 4-Bus system, the parallel

computing method requires more time than the distributed

one. This is because, dividing the network into multiple sub-

networks cannot substantially lower the optimization variable

number. Instead, dual variables’ computation may produce

heavy burdens to the algorithm. Therefore, Fig. 3 suggests

a distributed computation for large systems and a centralized

computation for small systems.

B. Accuracy

To evaluate the performance, we compare the weighted

residual sum of squares error (WRSS) among centralized SDP,

decentralized SDP and traditional Newton’s method, where

WRSS =
∑m

i=1

((
zi − tr(TiW)−Mif

)
/σi

)2
, where m is the

total measurement number. Here, we conduct a comparison

with IEEE 14 bus system for multiple times. Fig.4 illustrates
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30 times’ simulation results, where the x coordinate represents

the test number, and the y coordinate represents WRSS. The

same measurement set is used for all different methods. Evi-

dently, our proposed distributed algorithm essentially provides

performance improvement the same as the centralized SDP

method in [4]. The slightly bigger error for the distributed

algorithm may result from convergence conditions.
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Fig. 4. Accuracy Comparison.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

This paper reviews recent SE approaches in representing

the power flow measurement equations in the extended state

space. By formulating SE in a rectangular state variable form,

the estimation problem becomes convex after being relaxed

into the extended space. Therefore, both the SDP-based SE ap-

proach and the direct non-iterative SE approach are free from

numerical problems and necessity of an initial start. Further, a

distributed algorithm in the extended space is introduced based

on the centralized SDP-based approach. Invoking ideas from

graph theory, we show how to decompose the structured SDP

optimization into clusters, enabling a message passing fashion

for distributed SE. Such distributed method not only enables

parallel computing, but also preserves the accuracy regarding

the centralized approach.
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